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Dareu EK1280 Keyboard
Gaming  equipment  is  extremely  important  because  its  quality  often  determines  the  winner.  Dareu  knows  this  and  by  creating  the
EK1280 keyboard, the company has met the expectations of buyers. Its innovation is evidenced by such features as mechanical switch
with  a  lifespan  of  up  to  50  million  clicks,  adjustable  RGB  backlighting  system,  N-key  rollover,  ergonomic  and  minimalist  design.  The
device also supports multimedia buttons.
 
Reliable mechanical switches
The EK1280 keyboard has built-in mechanical D-switches with a lifespan of up to 50 million clicks. They yield easily to your fingers and
provide fast response. What's more, with N-key rollover, you can be sure that every keystroke is properly registered. Furthermore, the
force required for activation red switches is only 45g and the activation point is 2 mm.
 
Gaming RGB backlighting
Colorful RGB backlighting is eye-catching and gives the keyboard a unique feel. You can also choose from the available light modes to
customize its look to your liking. To change the RGB effect, just use the right key combination!  
 
Thoughtful design
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The device features a well thought-out, ergonomic design so you can enjoy the comfort you dream of when you play. What's more, the
keycaps are made of durable ABS plastic and the characters on the keycaps are resistant to abrasion. All this means that this keyboard
can serve you well for a long time.
 
Multimedia Keys
What else makes the keyboard so user-friendly? The device is equipped with multimedia keys that provide convenient access to several
useful functions. With just the right combination of buttons, you can, for example, adjust the volume or use the quick search capabilities.
 
Brand
Dareu
Model
EK1280
Type
Mechanical
Color
Black
Connection
USB 2.0
Number of buttons
104
Switch
Red 
Lifetime of the switch
Up to 50 million clicks
Material
ABS
N-key rollover
Yes
Driver
Supported
Backlighting
RGB
Dimensions
434x132x35mm
Weight
695±10g
Other
anti-ghosting, 33 function keys, WIN lock, macro programming, 84 backlight modes, N-Key rollover, changing backlight mode using key
combinations

Price:

€ 34.50
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